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Abstract 
In this paper, the orientation of grains which adjacent to a developed opening 
crack was investigated by EBSD. A definition of θ has been came up with 
which represents the angle between the principal stress plane and each { }111  
plane of the grains. Smaller θ means easier to crack. It gave a good explanation 
of the crack propagation throughout the grains. It also revealed that propaga-
tion path is along with the { }111  plane. This finding will give a prediction of 
tear properties and help us understanding the cracking mechanism and the 
behavior of tearing. 
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1. Introduction 

High strength and high toughness aluminum alloys such as 2024 is the key ma-
terials of aviation industry. It should have good durability while under severe 
environment. Not only the strength but also fracture toughness plays an impor-
tant role in application. Not until A.A. Griffith did people realize that the frac-
ture can happen even under a load significantly less than the yield range if the 
surface is scratched [1]. After that the discipline of fracture mechanism devel-
oped quickly [2]. Grain orientation cannot be ignored if we discuss the fracture 
mechanism. The slip plane is the principal stress plane that can accelerate the 
cracking process [3]. Large misorientation angle can prevent the dislocation to 
penetrate so that it leads to more energy consuming and the crack growth rate is 
negative correlation of misorientation angle [4]. Crack propagation has a huge 
influent to the evaluation of the fracture toughness. The resistance to the crack 
propagation is a vital property of materials. Fatigue crack propagation behavior 
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has been studied by lots of researchers [5] [6] [7]. The path of the fatigue crack 
has something to do with the slip plane of aluminum alloy. Tilt and twist angle is 
proposed to explain the crystallographic mechanism of crack propagates 
through the grain boundary [8]. It also can be found in H.C.P. metals that the 
deformation mechanism of dislocation slips [9]. Texture plays an important role 
in every kinds of crack. Even the intergranular stress corrosion crack has some-
thing to do with the crystallographic texture of the material [10]. Not only expe-
riment but also simulation certified the theory that crack follows { }111  planes 
in F.C.C. metals [11]. Since its stress state differs from that of fatigue crack 
propagation, the propagation behavior of tearing differs from that of fatigue. In 
this paper, tear crack propagation inside the grain is focused to investigate the 
influence of grain orientation on the crack propagation and corresponding me-
chanism. For this purpose, EBSD is a useful method that can be observed both in 
one picture [9] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]. If a specimen with a tear crack tip ob-
served in EBSD, the relation between grain orientation and the crack propaga-
tion path will be found. In this work, we torn an aluminum sheet and observed 
grain orientations adjacent to an opening crack by EBSD. The close relationship 
of crack propagation path and the { }111  planes was revealed. 

2. Materials and Experiments 

A notched 2024-T39 aluminum sheet with a thickness of 0.3 mm was torn, 
which polished by 180#, 320#, 600#, 800#, 1000#, 1200#, 1500# rough sand paper 
and 800#, 1000# fine sand paper before tearing. Loading stopped before the 
crack went edge opposite to the notch. The specimens for tearing are thin 
enough for tearing it easily, as well as minimize the influence of inner grains that 
can’t observe. It treated by annealing of 200˚C, 1 h to release the residual stress. 
Twin-jet electro polishing was conducted before EBSD. EBSD data was acquired 
in FEI Helios Nanolab 600i with a step length of 6 μm. 

3. Results and Discussion 

In order to measure how the orientation influence the crack propagation, the 
Euler angles and the { }111  pole figures of the related grains A, B, C, D, and E 
were showed in Figure 1. The EBSD patterns were analyzed by OIM software. 
IPF map was automatic generation. And the { }111  pole figures were calculated 
from Euler angles of each grains and generated also from OIM. The crack came 
from the grain boundary of grain A and C, then came across the grain D. Ob-
viously the way of the crack changed the direction and reached grain B. It has a 
111  direction that close to the transverse direction, which makes it vulnerable 

to the crack along the rolling direction. The crack doesn’t get through grain D. 
As crack reached the grain E, it stopped eventually. As showed in Figure 1 E, 
whose 111  direction is far from the TD, the crack was arrested. 

The crack resistance can be identified quantitatively by calculating the angle 
between all symmetrically equivalent { }111  plane and the principal stress 
plane. It’s all known that { }111  has 8 corresponding plane of ( )111 , ( )111 ,  
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Figure 1. EBSD map of crack propagation. 

 

( )111 , ( )111 , ( )111 , ( )111 , ( )111  and ( )111 . All of them are taken into 
consideration. The principal stress plane denoted as ( )010  of the sample ref-
erence which is perpendicular to TD. Orientation matrixes were used in order to 
change the sample coordinate system to the crystal coordinate system. Here 
given a definition: θ, represent the angle between principal stress plane ( )010  
and each { }111  plane. Then every θ can be calculated. Figure 2 shows the defi-
nition of θ. A principal stress plane (blue line) cut through a cubic crystal (black 
line). Red line shows each { }111  plane of this crystal. The cross line of ( )111  
plane and principal stress plane are in purple. The angle between the ( )111  
plane and principal stress plane called θ. 

The θ of each { }111  plane in every related grain are shown in the Table 1. 
The θ larger than 90 degrees is equivalent as its counterpart of the number 
whose sum is 180 degrees. The 8 { }111  planes can be simplified into 4: ( )111 , 

( )111 , ( )111  and ( )111 . 
It can be seen that the grain B has minor θ of 37.10 degrees compared to the 

40.56 of the neighbor grain D. High angle of θ prevented the grains from being 
cut though by crack. It also can inhibit the crack propagation. The calculating of 
θ successfully revealed that the { }111  plane is easy to crack (Figure 1). 

By testing the grains orientation, resistance level of crack propagation can be  
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estimated. Furthermore, when using the appropriate processing method to 
change the grains orientation, tear properties as well as fracture toughness can 
be improved. 

If only the crack is along { }111  plane, the path of the crack observed by us 
will be the intersection line of { }111  plane and the sheet plane in grain B. Fig-
ure 3 also shows the intersection lines (red lines) of 4 { }111  plane and the 
sheet plane in grain B. the crack path match the intersection line of ( )111 , 

( )111 , ( )111  plane obviously. This map clearly demonstrates the crack prop-
agation along the ( )111  first then ( )111  finally ( )111  plane in grain B. 

( )111  is not cracked due to its large θ (72.94 in Table 1). 
 

 
Figure 2. Definition of θ. 

 

 
Figure 3. Intersection lines of the 4 { }111  planes and the sheet plane in grain B. 

 
Table 1. θ of each { }111  plane. 

 Euler angles Miller indices 
θ (Angle between { }111  plane and 

the principal stress plane) 

 1ϕ  Φ  2ϕ  { }uvw  hkl  111 111  111  111  

Grain A 289.140 38.773 70.21 { }3,1,4  15, 1, 11− −  66.49 43.32 50.51 60.63 

Grain B 102.842 39.348 277.39 { }11,2,14−  14, 7,12−  62.87 50.59 37.10 72.94 

Grain C 49.646 27.581 294.75 { }2,1,4−  12,4,5  61.19 53.51 75.61 34.10 

Grain D 143.167 23.512 221.12 { }1, 1,3− −  10, 1,3−  61.08 69.27 50.94 40.56 

Grain E 330.275 11.894 26.38 { }1,2,10  10,0, 1−  44.88 59.87 50.84 64.86 
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It’s all know that the close-packed plane of f.c.c. metal is { }111 . This atom 
arrangement has great influence in behavior of materials which leads to aniso-
tropic of a crystal. As a consequence, a crystal can be torn easier apart by { }111  
than other directions because the connection of grains in { }111  plane is the 
closest and 111  directions have the least bonding energy. The interatomic 
forces between atoms must be overcome in order to tear the two atom plane. 
The more distant of two atom plane, the more energy will be consumed. It can 
be seen in grain B, the crack change their routes into another direction even 
though inside the grain. But it still along intersecting lines of { }111  plane and 
the sample surface. This phenomenon may attribute to independent critical 
stress of different direction, which is identified by molecular dynamics simula-
tion within a single crystal [17]. Slip occurs in { }111  plane first and soon apart 
from each other. 

It can be inferred from above, when crack come across the grain boundary 
and the orientation of the grain in front of the crack tip is different; the crack 
propagation will also be different. As is shown in Figure 4, when the crack di-
rection differs widely from the { }111  plane through grains, the crack propaga-
tion may change the direction to the { }111  plane, because the fracture in 
{ }111  plane is easier than others. When the crack enters another misaligned 
grain, direction changing continues. That also leads to the crack behaving not a 
straight line. The curved crack increased the surface of the cracking plane. Dur-
ing this procedure, more energy would be consumed due to the extra surface 
where dislocation cut through extra particles. 

The θ of { }111  plane provides a good prediction of crack propagation path. 
By testing the grains orientation, resistance level of crack propagation can be es-
timated. Each θ can be considered as an energy barrier. Crack propagation al-
ways prefers the way with less energy consumption. So turning of a crack direc-
tion may occur in order to choose an easier way. If a material has a lot of high θ
{ }111  planes, the resistance from cracking is strong. Furthermore, when using 
the appropriate processing method to change the grains orientation, tear proper-
ties as well as fracture toughness can be improved. This finding is based on the 
tearing crack of 2024 aluminum alloy, but it can be applied to other aluminum 
alloy, other f.c.c metal even other materials. 

4. Conclusion 

A definition of θ explained the crack propagation path of tearing, which has a lot  
 

 
Figure 4. Crack propagation through grains with different orientation. 
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to do with the grain orientation. If a grain’s { }111  plane paralleled to the prin-
cipal stress plane, it’s easy to become the path of the crack. On the other hand, if 
all { }111  planes diverge the principal stress plane, it’s hard to fracture corres-
ponding with a high θ. Crack follows the { }111  plane may due to the highest 
critical stress. This phenomenon is not only applied inside the grain but also in-
tergranular crack. To go further, the texture with high θ makes the materials 
tougher. 
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